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Introduction
A survey of multibody simulation codes was conducted in the spring of 1988, to obtain an
assessment of the state of the art in multibody simulation codes from the users of the codes.
This information will be used to evaluate the need to develop future codes. If this need is
established, it will also be used to guide the development of future capabilities. A questionnaire,
covering 30 issues, was developed for this purpose. Sixty questionnaires were sent out to 50
organizations. We received 40 replies from 30 organizations covering 21 simulation codes.
This survey covers the most often used articulated multibody simulation codes in the
spacecraft and robotics community. There was no attempt to perform a complete survey of all
available multibody codes in all disciplines. Furthermore, this is not an exhaustive evaluation
of even robotics and spacecraft multibody simulation codes, as the survey was designed to
capture feedback on issues most important to the users of simulation codes. We must keep in
mind that the information received was limited and the technical background of the respondent
varied greatly. Therefore, this paper only reports the most often cited observations from the
questionnaire. In this survey, it was found that no one code had both many users (reports)
and no limitations.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section is a report on multibody code applica-
tions. Following applications is a discussion of execution time, which is the most troublesome
issue for flexible multibody codes. The representation of component flexible bodies, which
affects both simulation setup time as well as execution time, is presented next. Following com-
ponent data preparation, two sections address the accessibility or usability of a code, evaluated
by considering its user interface design and examining the overall simulation integrated envi-
ronment. A summary of user efforts at code verification is reported, before a tabular summary
of the questionnaire responses. Finally, some conclusions are drawn.
Applications
It is not surprising that general purpose multibody simulation codes are used to address
spacecraft and robotics with articulated elements, because of the complexity of the equations
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Doug Petesch suggested that users explore supercomputing capabilities before presuming that the
solution required parallel processing. He also mentioned the advantage that comes from doing
software development as well as production runs on the supercomputer. The value of a hypothetical
teraflop machine was discussed. It was agreed that while valuable, it would not solve all the
problems---such as numerical difficulties with higher order systems. In addition some thought that
the same speed could be achieved at a much lower cost using parallel processing.
Dick Vandervoort of DYNAC referred back to John Doyle's comments about uncertainty, noting
that multibody dynamics modeling gives highly detailed models--more detailed than the control
designer needs or wants. In fact most of it is uncertainty, and what we need is a way to model that
uncertainty in a way that can be used in the control design
Perhaps John Hedgepeth's comment best summed up the reason to move forward with
Computational Control. Summarizing the comments of several speakers, he noted that we are
proceeding ahead conservatively in control system design for planned missions, and that without
improvements in technology--we are choosing to design only spacecraft that we already know how
to design.
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of motion. Some codes are equipped to simulate ground vehicles or aircraft. The actual
applications include control design and verification, deployment simulation, machine design,
impact simulation, tether simulation, explosion simulation, and human in-the-loop real time
simulators for the Space Shuttle and Space Station. About 70% of the users reported that
multibody codes are used for control system design and verification. The remaining 30% apply
multibody codes for system design and dynamics studies. It is also reported that multibody
codes are used to check other codes. For example, a rigid body code might be used to check a ,
more complex flexible multibody code.
System order exercised varies from a robot arm with less than 10 states to a Space Station
model with 150 states. One user reported trying a model with over two hundred states with
modes up to 1000 Hz using DISCOS. Flexible body systems usually are higher order systems
than rigid body systems, and the simulation duration is usually shorter. Simulation duration
does however vary according to the application.
Execution Time
Excessive execution time is one of the two most cited shortcomings of current multibody
codes. This concern applies especially to flexible multibody simulations. Existing codes are so
slow for most problems that it is impossible to use them during the design phase when quick
turnaround is needed. Highly simplified flexible models or even rigid body models must suffice,
even though the control system designer fully recognizes that the result may be inaccurate.
For example, consider a 20 degree of freedom flexible system with flexible modes less than 100
Hz. The CPU time to real time ratio for this example is 200/1 on a VAX class computer.
As the system order becomes higher, the computational load will become much more stressing
because the computational load scales as N 3, for the current codes, where N is the number of
degrees of freedom.
It is interesting to note from the survey that the simulation durations for flexible body
problems are usually short (seconds). Very few users are using flexible codes for long runs.
From the data, simulation duration is seen to be inversely proportional to the system order.
This telltale observation indicates that flexible multibody simulation codes are not being used
extensively, because long duration simulation costs are too high. One of the respondents
summarizes this quite well - "Multibody run times are seldom acceptable. You either pay the
price or get approximate answers."
Getting an approximate answer is the only way to reduce excessive execution time for given
hardware and software. Approximation of flexible multibody systems is done most commonly
by reducing the order of the individual flexible body dynamics, in fact often reducing the bodies
down to rigid bodies. More than one user reported that fast rigid body simulations were used
to check the more complex flexible body simulations. If appropriate, the more complex flexible
body simulation is abandoned in favor of the faster rigid body code. The model reduction
approach has not been included in this survey. But some observations of this method are
discussed in the next section.
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Component Model Representation
One of the major concerns in modeling a flexible multibody system is how to obtain data
for the component elastic bodies. Among the flexible multibody codes surveyed, all except
one code use the modal representation for flexible bodies. The primary benefit of using a
modal representation is "simplicity," which can lead to reduced computation time. There are
a variety of modes one can use to represent the individual bodies of a multibody system, such
as Hurty modes (Craig Bampton modes) or cantilever modes. The modes of each body have
to be supplied to the multibody code which will then synthesize the modes of the component
bodies to arrive at a system model for time simulation.
The body of knowledge of choosing the best component mode set for system synthesis
is called component mode synthesis. This includes both choosing the type of modes to use
(possibly several) as well picking out which of the modes must be retained for simulation
fidelity. The various component mode sets were developed for this purpose, however they were
developed for systems with no articulating components, essentially static system geometry.
Flexible multibody codes, on the other hand, were developed to model dynamical systems with
varying geometry. The applicability of component mode synthesis results to multibody analysis
is not well understood and care must be taken in each specific case to ensure that the results
are correct. One question that needs to be asked often is whether or not a set of component
body modes is complete over the range of interest of the articulation angles (or translations).
After the system is synthesized in the multibody code, a check can be made against a higher
fidelity linear model such as a NASTRAN system model only for a fixed geometry.
It was pointed out in the previous section that model reduction is one of the commonly used
methods to obtain an approximate solution. This is a necessary step for obtaining a reasonable
simulation computational time. A variety of methods exist to pick out the significant modes.
These arose out of the the slightly different model reduction problems of control theory. What
model reduction criterion should one use to obtain an adequate approximate multibody model?
No definitive answer exists, but the answer certainly depends on how the simulation is to be
used. For example, if the simulation is to be used for control system design, then controllability
and observability criteria may play a part. It may also be useful to consider the control design
problem simultaneously with the model reduction problem. In some multibody codes the level
of modal approximation used (for example the DISCOS mass distribution options) ties directly
into the flexibility data preparation process, compounding the data preparation problem.
Considering these issues, it is not surprising that the survey indicates flexible data require-
ments are obscure, challenging, poorly treated and inadequate. Considerable research remains
to be done in component model representation.
User Interface
One of the most common complaints concerning current multibody simulation codes is
the lack of interactive model setup capability. Codes that have a friendly input format win
praise from the users. Interactive, menu driven type preprocessors with good error messages are
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indicated ashighly desirable. Incomplete documentation of the code was the second most cited
complaint. Sophisticated users also desire well commented source code, especially if the user
manual is inadequate. Online manuals and documentation were mentioned by several users as
highly desirable. For flexible multibody codes, the availability of the theoretical background on
which the code is based is very important. In addition to documentation, application examples
are found to be an effective way to train users. It was also indicated that examples are needed
for modal data preparation.
At the output interface, data retrieval flexibility and graphics seemed to be most impor-
tant. Users were divided on whether they wanted built-in plotting capabilities or whether they
simply wanted the ability to export data to their own favorite plotting programs. The survey
did not indicate any major concerns in this area.
Integrated Environment
Multibody codes are sometimes used as stand alone tools but more recently complex
flexible multibody codes are often used in conjunction with other software such as finite element,
control analysis, or optics codes. In the latter environment, the multibody code becomes
a fundamental building block of an integrated design and analysis environment. Some of
the codes surveyed, such as TREETOPS, are actually a microcosm of such an environment.
This is a natural development trend, because multibody systems are becoming more complex,
forcing system engineering work to become multidisciplinary. The survey pointed out that
no environment can satisfy everybody. Every organization has its own culture and emphasis.
Everybody has some pet code. It is therefore perhaps wise to treat multibody codes as modular
building blocks which can be easily integrated into a bigger environment. If this is the approach
we adopt, then there is a need to define a standard interface for data passage.
There are a number of additional capabilities that users found helpful beyond the gen-
eration and integration of equations of motion. These are: a library of joints sensors and
actuators, the ability to obtain constraint forces, transfer functions, Jacobians, and key state
matrices for external control analysis, the ability to incorporate user defined subroutines, and
of course a model reduction preprocessor.
Verification
A number of codes have been independently checked by users with other codes. Most
users utilize simple test cases and the principles of mechanics to check simulation results. Of
the test cases reported, none are designed to check flexible body effects. This is not surprising,
because if component model data generation is not well understood, the verification of the
model must also be nontrivial. More work should be done in this area so as to add confidence
in the simulation results and the flexible multibody codes.
It is suggested that a set of standard test cases be collected, which can be used by the
community to check both existing and new simulations codes. The set should include simple
test cases with known simulation results as well as actual experiments with test data. This
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collection process has been started by NASA and the University of Iowa.
Tabulated Data
The user questionnaire data has been summarized in the following tables. Table 1 gives the
availability of the multibody code, as well as how many respondents used each code and how
extensive the information provided by the users was. Almost all of the software is available,
either commercially or in the public domain (COSMIC).
Table 2 gives various details of how users used the codes, and what code features they
liked or felt needed improvement. Typical applications and whether or not the run times were
acceptably fast are given, as well as what component data the code required and, in general,
how easy the code was to use. User comments are included on the quality of the documentation
as well as what features of the code they liked, and what features could be added to improve
productivity. Following are some comments on the individual columns.
There was a wide range in documentation quality, from "clear and precise" to "inadequate
overall, _ which in general indicates how much care the developer took with making the code
easy to use.
There was very little overlap from code to code of features that the users appreciated.
Some users liked the user interface of some codes, while one code was notable for animation,
and another for being database driven. Two features that did show up more than twice were
the ability to add user-defined subroutines, and a library of application modules.
There was also a wide variety of additional features that the users desired, again with
surprisingly few common needs from code to code. Significant needs included better documen-
tation (mentioned for four codes), and a better data interface capability (also mentioned for
four different codes).
The acceptability of the simulation run times was much more uniform. The rigid body
codes were all considered acceptably fast, while the flexible body codes were, in general, ac-
ceptable only for small problems.
There was considerable variety in the user comments on the type of data needed for the
representation of flexible components, indicating the lack of maturity of this area.
It is important to keep in mind that some multibody codes have been around for a long
time and so have an extensive user and applications base, while other codes are new and have
only been used by relatively few people on a small number of examples.
Conclusions
Examining the reports of existing multibody code users, three facts become evident:
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1. It is difficult to use flexible multibody codes in design and analysis due to the long execution
times for realistic problems,
2. Representation of component flexible bodies is poorly understood, and
3. Not enough thought has been given to the user interface by the code developers.
At the Workshop on Multibody Simulation in 1988, JPL made a commitment to coordinate
a multibody code verification, as part of an ongoing effort of the whole multibody simulation
community. This survey report, as well as the verification library begun jointly with the
University of Iowa, represent the first steps toward meeting that commitment.
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Abstract: This paper describes the Spatial Operator Algebra framework for the dynamics of general
multibody systems. The use of a spatial operator-based methodology permits the formulation of the dy-
namical equations of motion of multibody systems in a concise and systematic way. The dynamical equations
of progressively more complex rigid multibody systems are developed in an evolutionary manner beginning
with a serial chain system, followed by a tree topology system and finally, systems with arbitrary closed
loops. Operator factorizations and identities are used to develop novel recursive algorithrrLs for the forward
dynamics of systems with closed loops. Extensions required to deal with flexible elements are also discussed.
1 Introduction
The field of multibody dynamics is currently being challenged in two major ways. The increase in the size and
complexity of spacecraft systems requires the development of tools that not only help manage the complexity
of such systems, but also facilitate the development of novel dynamics formulation techniques and solution
algorithms. Areas such as robotics involve multibody systems consisting of multiple robot manipulators
interacting with each other and with complex environments. These are multibody systems with not only
constantly time-varying topological structure, but also ones in which the constituent bodies change with
time. Coping with this aspect requires versatile and flexible dynamics simulation tools.
In this paper, the Spatial Operator Algebra Framework [1] is used to develop a systematic procedure
for concisely formulating the equations of motion and derive spatially recursive forward dynamics algorithms
for multibody systems. The equations of motion of progressively more complex rigid multibody systems such
as serial chains, tree topology systems and finally closed chain systems are developed. Operator factorizations
and identities are then used to obtain efficient spatially recursive algorithms for the forward dynamics of
such systems. Extensions to handle flexible link elements are also discussed.
2 Equations of Motion
We begin by briefly describing the coordinate-free spatial notation used throughout this paper. Given the
linear and angular velocities v and w, the linear force F, and moment N at a point on a body, the spatial
velocity V, spatial acceleration ot and the spatial force f in 7_6 are defined as follows:
v0( )V , Ct=_', f= F
The rigid body transformation operator _b(.) E 7_6x6 is defined as:
qb(l)_= (Io I'[ )
